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•

Roger Elkins, Cabinet Member for Highways and Infrastructure, said: “I would like to assure
people we take the pothole problem very seriously.

•

West Sussex Highways continues to take action against potholes, with 2,479 repairs
completed across the county in January – that’s an average of more than 110 potholes
repaired every working day.

•

The number of repair teams tackling the issue has also been increased from 8 to 12.

•

“Our highways teams continue to work hard repairing them and, despite some extremely wet
weather, they have made significant progress tackling the issue. Particular thanks go to our
contractor, Balfour Beatty Living Places.”
In recent weeks, the frequent change between cold temperatures, to mild/wet weather, and
back again, has significantly increased the number of potholes on our roads.
Roads are not permanent structures and deteriorate over time from constant use, the weight
of vehicles travelling on them and the effects of the weather. With the expansion and
contraction caused by temperature change, deterioration will occur, resulting in new
potholes.
In 2019, West Sussex Highways repaired 18,514 potholes – that’s an average of about 350
every week.

•
•

•
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•
•
•
•
•
•

4,041km of road
1,000,000 people per day walk, ride, drive, deliver goods and service.
One serious accident per fortnight
Value for money (pint of milk per week)
35,000 defects per year
90% repaired within time scale
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Reporting tools
Smart phone = Love West Sussex app
Web Site = https://www.westsussex.gov.uk
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Tel No. = 01243 642 105
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Link to our website and “Highway claims for injury or damage to
property”
https://www.westsussex.gov.uk/roads-and-travel/maintainingroads-verges-and-pavements/road-and-roadside/highway-claimsfor-injury-or-damage-to-property/#overview

Reported Potholes by week
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one.network/custom/westsussex
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Hot Spot pothole map
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Local Lead (Mid Sussex)
Partnerships & Communities Team
gulu.sibanda@westsussex.gov.uk
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Community Led Support Update
February 2020

Our Vision
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“Adults with care and support needs should
have the best opportunity to lead healthy and
independent lives. But, we will only achieve
this by changing the way we work, focusing
on outcomes, what people want to achieve,
how they want to live and working with our
communities differently”
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Adult social care in West Sussex – Our vision and strategy 2019-2021
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What the Care Act says
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The Care Act Guidance 2014 states:
• At every interaction with a person, a local authority should consider whether or how
the person’s needs could be reduced or delayed from arising;
• Local authorities must consider how the adult, their support network and the wider
community can contribute towards meeting the outcomes the person wants to
achieve and;
• The local authority must consider what else (other than the provision of care and
support) might assist the person in meeting the outcomes they want to achieve.
Local authorities should consider the person’s own strengths and capabilities and
what support might be available from their wider support network or within the
community.

What is Community Led Support?
Community Led Support (CLS) - focuses on reaching people at an early stage to help prevent or delay the
development of their care and support needs and to enable them to be as independent as possible. It is a national initiative
being supported by the third sector agency NDTi (National Development Team for Inclusion) in almost 30 sites across England
and Scotland for those with lower level social care needs, customers with more complex needs, and family and friend carers

Supporting Lives, Connecting People (SLCP) - is the name we use for delivering Community Led
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Support/strengths-based approaches to adults in West Sussex (it was chosen by customers and carers)

Talk Local - as part of introducing SLCP we hold these sessions in local communities where people can speak face-to-face
with staff from a range of disciplines about their situation and find suitable solutions on the day of the appointment if possible.
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Community Drop-ins – Lead by the Partnerships & Communities Team – these are informal community based opportunities
for anyone to ask questions and connect to services & voluntary sector community support, prevention focused.

Community Led Support (CLS) principles?
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System-wide approach, with
personalisation at its heart, which
questions everything about the way
services traditionally work
Supports organisations to co-produce and
genuinely work with communities,
partners, third sector and the workforce in
a way that is often new

✓ Co-production that brings people and
organisations together around a shared vision
✓ Focus on communities, acknowledging that
each will be different
✓ People can get support and advice when they
need it so that crises are prevented
✓ A culture based on trust and empowerment
✓ People are treated as equals, their strengths
and gifts built on
✓ Bureaucracy is the absolute minimum
✓ The system is responsive, proportionate and
delivers good outcomes
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Approach to transforming adult social care
based on a set of principles focused on
effectiveness and efficiency

Strengths-based approaches defined
Strengths-based approach/practice IS …
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• An outcome
• About reduction of packages
• About signposting and providing less support
• About not helping
• A focus on ‘what is the matter with you’ and ‘what is
wrong’
• About shifting responsibilities to carers and
family/friends
• One size fits all (no scripts)
• About avoiding talking about the problems or issues
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• An approach ‘how to carry out interventions’
• Holistic and multi-disciplinary
• Collaborate
• Proportionate
• Approach to the individual circumstances and flexible
• Aligned with risk enablement and positive risk taking
• A focus on ‘what matters to you’ and ‘what is strong’
• Identifying personal, family and community strengths
and support the individual in linking with them
• Applicable to any intervention, setting, type or level or
need and profession

Strengths-based approach/practice is NOT …

Based on ‘Strengths-based approach: Practice Framework and Practice Handbook’ from the Department of Health & Social Care
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Local Context
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• Key teams delivering the approach are the Prevention Assessment
Teams (PAT) (with their multi-agency staff group - from across WSCC,
Sussex Community Foundation Trust, Age UK West Sussex and Guild
Care) and the Occupational Therapy teams.
• The Partnerships and Communities (P&C) Team’s work has been vital in
engaging the community, co-producing with partner agencies, sourcing
venues (for both ‘community drop-ins’ and Talk Locals) and promoting
‘community solutions’ to support Adult Services.

What does this look like in practice?
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Talk Local booked
appointments

Co-production with
partners

Reflective practice
to improve
customer outcomes

‘Community dropins’

Comms and
marketing
approaches
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Key role of PAT, P&C
& OT Teams

Talk Local versus Drop-in sessions

Community drop-ins
(open access)

• Led by Adults’ Services staff: OT
& PAT with SW input
• Face-to-face pre-booked
appointments in a local venue
• 10 venues with 32 face-to-face
pre-booked appointments per
week (Western & Northern areas
only currently)
• Wellbeing Conversations to
prevent, reduce or delay social
care needs
• Aim to resolve customer need on
the day where possible

• Led by P&C & PAT plus vol sec
partners
• PAT Nurse Advisor ‘Health
Check’ being undertaken
• Drop-ins have now been held in
13+ venues countywide
• Preventative focus that
complements Talk Locals
• Build on existing drop-in services
• Proportionate recording
• Co-produced with partners
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Talk Local
(pre-booked appointments)

Phased Approach to CLS Implementation

Phase 2
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Phase 1
Phase 3
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Phased Approach to CLS Implementation
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Phase 2
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Phase 1
Phase 3

Focus on Mid-Sussex
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Talk Local venues for booked appointments currently being tested in:
• Burgess Hill - Cherry Tree Centre
• Haywards Heath - Haywards Heath Centre
• East Grinstead - Glen Vue Centre
Further venues being actively explored in Hurstpierpoint, Hassocks and more rural
locations
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Community drop-in venues currently being tested/considered in:
• Burgess Hill - Kings Centre
• Haywards Heath - Sussex Oakleaf Event (6 Feb), Haywards Heath Centre
• East Grinstead - Glen Vue Centre
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Any questions or comments?
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Community Initiative Funding
North Mid Sussex County Local Committee
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26 February 2020
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• Members allocated £2,000 each year
• Pooled with CLC members and allocated at CLC
Meetings
• Provides assistance to local community projects that
aim to make a positive impact on people’s wellbeing
and support The West Sussex Plan.
• Administered through two routes: West Sussex Crowd
and the Micro Fund
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Community Initiative Funding

West Sussex Crowd
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• Crowdfunding platform
• Applicants run a fundraising campaign in collaboration with
Spacehive
• Applicants apply to CLC for funds and also look to receive
pledges from wider public
• Applicants must achieve 100% of their campaign to receive
submitted pledges
• Local member support required for CLC consideration
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•
•
•
•

Paper based application
Total project cost must not exceed £750
Applicants must seek support from their local member
Applications will be considered at CLC meetings
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Micro Fund

More information
For more information visit our website
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www.westsussex.gov.uk/cif
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